Muirhouse Community Greenspace Study
STAGE ONE FINAL REPORT
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Introduction
This report has been prepared by Re:Solution on behalf of Community Renewal to explore
opportunities for community greenspace interventions in Muirhouse which would support the health
and wellbeing of residents. The study came through the Local Conversation in Muirhouse initiative,
which is funded by People’s Health Trust using money raised by Health Lottery Scotland. It has been
delivered by Greig Robertson, founder of Edible Estates a community greenspace initiative which
works across Edinburgh’s council estates. The study is intended to be the first stage of a process
which would compile information, engage with the local community, and take forward project ideas to
completion, as a collaboration between the local community, community anchor organisations and
Edinburgh.
The study includes the development of a greenspace baseplan which will serve as valuable tool in the
development of community greenspace/growing projects in the area. The plan has been prepared
using the Sketch-up design tool which is available as a free download for partners to use. The plan
has been used to create the illustrations in this report.
We have proposed interventions for the different types of greenspaces identified in the baseplan which
can be be taken forward for discussion and development with the local community.
We have identified a potential location and prepared an outline design for a community garden which
would provide a great resource for development of further greenspace projects in Muirhouse.
This report and the greenspace baseplan are available for download at the Edible Estates website www.edibleestates.co.uk/project/muirhouse-community-greenspace-study.
As described in Next Steps at the end of this report, we suggest the delivery of a second stage which
would include a promotional campaign, participative community design exercises resulting in
proposals for the project sponsors to take forward with the community. We suggest that a series of
community activities and workshops be planned and delivered from over the Winter of 2021/22, for a
possible project start in 2022, and that an examination is made as to whether a new community
greenspace organisation would be useful to take forward project goals.

Greig Robertson
Re:Solution
October 2021.

Initial Community Greenspace Survey
We carried out a survey of the greenspace across Muirhouse, in May 2021. We prepared a baseplan
of the neighbourhood, indicating streets, buildings and spaces. We colour coded the greenspaces to
indicate their type and/or use. The illustration below and on the following pages show the outputs of
this survey. The greenspace baseplan is intended as a resource for the local community and
stakeholders gain a clear understanding of the built environment and the spaces within it to enable
community planning of potential greenspace projects,
The yellow areas in the plan are new housing sites currently under construction/planned. The pink
areas are sports/recreation areas. Muirhouse Park can be seen running north to south in the west of
Muirhouse, from Ferry Gait Drive to Muirhouse Parkway. Green areas are open greenspace, the
lighter green areas are private gardens and curtilage greenspaces associated with buildings. The
darker green areas are wood/shrubland, and enclosed landscaped areas. A more detailed map of
north Muirhouse, with a key is provided in the following pages.
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The image above left provides a simple analysis of the different built environment types in Muirhouse.
The dark blue is newly developed housing, mostly flatted; the yellow and orange areas are terraced
dwellings with their own gardens; the pink areas are tenemental with shared front and back greens;
and the red area is the high and low rise blocks of north Muirhouse.
Scottish Index of Multiple Deprivation
The image above right shows the local area plan from the Scottish Index of Multiple Deprivation from
2020. As can be seen the most disadvantaged part of Muirhouse is in the northern part.
Community Resources and Organisations
There are a variety of community organisations and resources around Muirhouse. We have plotted
the locations of some on the previous page. The commercial centre (C) faces on to Pennywell Road
on the eastern boundary. The local schools are Craigroyston Community High School (HC),
Craigroyston Primary School (PS), St Davids RC Primary School (PS), Pirnie Hall Primary School, and
Oaklands Special Needs School (SN).
Community Renewal, a community regeneration/development organisation are based at the North
Edinburgh Community Resource Centre (1) on Pennywell Road. They support several community
grassroots projects including a community kitchen operated by volunteers in the ground floor of Fidra
Court (2), which support folk in food insecurity providing low cost meals and food parcels.
Muirhouse Parish Church is located in the north of Muirhouse on Pennywell Gardens (3). Muirhouse
Millennium Centre & LIFT (Low Income Families Together) (4), is a community run centre which
provides a wide range of activities and projects for children and adults.
North Edinburgh Arts, (5) offers a wide range of arts facilities and projects, NEA has a community cafe
offering catering services, an attractive community garden, a community shed project in the old co-op
supermarket (6), which also houses the Pennywell Pantry, run by NEA’s Link Up team alongside local
volunteers.
Further afield, Granton Castle Walled Garden and Drylaw Neighbourhood Centre provide community
gardening opportunities. A new large scale community agricultural project is being developed at
Lauriston Farm just a mile from Muirhouse, which will include opportunities for allotments.

North Muirhouse
Following the initial greenspace survey, it was decided by Community Renewal to focus the remainder
of the study on the north Muirhouse area around the high and low flats. This decision was arrived at
due to the greater need of the area (0-5% SIMD), the large amount of open greenspace, the housing
is flatted with little or no private garden space, and a majority of Community Renewals participants are
focused in the north. The north of Muirhouse is largely made up low and high rise flatted blocks
managed by Edinburgh Council’s Housing Team, as set out in the table below. Martello Court, which
has 60 flats is privately run.
Tower blocks

High Rise Blocks

No

Floors

Low Rise Blocks
No

Floors

No

Floors

No

Floors

Birnies Ct

56

13 Oxcars Ct

76

6 Gunnet Ct

48

7 Six of

16

4

Fidra Ct

56

13 Inchmickery Ct

75

6 May Ct

48

7 Two of

10

2

Total Households

475

The majority of the greenspace between these blocks is open amenity grassland except for the
fenced off curtilage space around the blocks. The curtilage space around Fidra Court, Birnie’s Court
and Oxcars Court has been tarmaced. The curtilage space at Inchmickery Court, Gunnet Court and
May Court remains slabbed. The curtilage space around the low rise blocks is fenced off and tends
to pertain to the ground floor flats, though in some blocks this is better defined than in others. We
understand that all of the public realm (except Martello Court) is on the Council’s Housing Revenue
Account, and is managed by the Council and its contractors. There are several enclosed
greenspaces which have either been landscaped by the Council or by a community led biodiversity
project. In the following pages we have carried out a simple analysis of the different spaces.
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Open Greenspace
There’s approximately 2 hectares (3 football pitches) of amenity grassland around the blocks in north
Muirhouse, the majority of it is open with about 10% fenced off. This greenspace is for the use of the
wider community. There are large mature trees from before Muirhouse was built, and avenues of
smaller trees along the pathways.
Muirhouse Park & Path
A path (dotted line in image below), and associated greenspace runs north to south connecting the
community with recreational greenspaces at Muirhouse Park in the heart of Muirhouse, and
Silverknowes Park to the north. There are attractive avenues of trees with older specimens which
predate the estate. There is a small playground for younger children just off the path which
supplements the extensive play opportunities to be found in the Muirhouse Park.
Unfortunately, on the days that we surveyed, the community there was significant broken glass and
wind blown refuse in the northern most stretch of the path.
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Potential Interventions
Living Landscapes
Edinburgh Council leads an initiative called Living Landscapes in partnership with Scottish Wildlife
Trust and Edinburgh Lothians Greenspace Trust. It seeks to create, restore and connect green areas
of the city to make attractive and biodiverse landscapes which are nature rich and resilient to climate
change. There are several large greenspaces around the blocks which would lend themselves to
living landscapes management, including measures such as :-

- creating annual and perennial meadows;
- reducing how often some areas of grass are cut and allowing natural grassland to thrive;
- mowing pathways through areas of longer grass so they can still be explored and enjoyed;
- planting trees and creating woodlands;
- increasing the use of herbaceous perennial planting and planting bulbs.
Allowing grassland habitats to develop in a more natural manner in urban settings by reducing grass
cutting or sowing flowering plants offers :-

- increased biodiversity as birds, mammals and insects are attracted to wilder or more natural areas;
- reduced costs of maintained areas of grassland;
- added colour to the cityscape;
- reduced CO2 release due to less cutting, which also helps lock-up carbon in soils.
More resources on Living Landscapes can be found here - www.edinburgh.gov.uk/parksgreenspaces/edinburgh-living-landscape/1
The Council reports on the Edinburgh Atlas that the central reserve spaces along Muirhouse Parkway
& Pennywell Road are under living landscape management. It appears that whilst not on the Atlas,
there are other areas may have been part of a living landscape project, such as the fenced areas at
B1 and B2 (see Fenced Greenspaces below), around Muirhouse Park and across Silverknowes
Parkway in the park.
We recommend engagement with the local community and Council’s Parks and Greenspace officer to
discuss living landscapes.

Clapton Park Estate - the Poppy Estate
The illustrations below are from the Clapton Park known nationally as the Poppy Estate. We have
included it in this report as we think it provides an inspiration as to how grounds in an council estate
can be managed. It is called the Poppy Estate due to the hundreds of metres of poppies that bloom
across the estate rails every spring.
A community gardener John Little, was awarded the grounds maintenance contract for the Clapton
Park estate, London in 2002, John managed the estate for 15 years using a community gardening
approach which was very popular with residents and with the client Tenant Management
Organisation. He worked with residents to introduce community food growing, and biodiversity
planting throughout the estate, they built 10 allotments, with over 60 plots, planted over 250 fruit trees
and bushes for everyone to use and three green roof structures. The estate was awarded a national
Housing Award for the biodiversity and unique greenspaces. Further information can be found at www.grassroofcompany.co.uk/socialhousing, and a short video of the Poppy Estate can be found
here.
Edinburgh Council are exploring the potential for council services to be delivered by local community
anchor organisations through ‘community factoring’, this overlaps with a related goal for communitywealth building. The Poppy Estate provides a model for the community factoring of local greenspace
- it may be possible for north Muirhouse to be an innovative pilot project for this approach.

Low Rise Blocks
There are six low rise blocks, each made up of sixteen flats over four storeys (see image below).
They all have a small border of fenced off curtilage space around them. Whilst this space at three
blocks appears to be communal, at the three other blocks (see arrows) , this space has been
partitioned off to create private gardens for each of the four ground floor flats. At several blocks, it did
appear that this encouraged those residents to take good care of their private gardens (see centre
image).
Potential Interventions
We would recommend an investigation into whether the tenants/owners of the blocks would be
interested in having the curtilage space subdivided to encourage ground floor households to take on
the management of the space adjacent to them. Short lengths of fence could be installed to
subdivide them. As with other interventions in this report, encouragement and support could be given
to budding gardeners.

Curtilage Space Around High Rise Blocks
The curtilage space around Inchmickery Court, May Court and Gunnet Court is slabbed, at the time of
surveying the community, the spaces between the slabs were weedy, but with very little litter. We
understand the curtilage space around Birnie’s Court, Fidra Court and Oxcars Court was tarmaced in
recent years. We expect that these spaces were previously slabbed but the costs of maintenance
resulted in a Council decision to tarmac it over. Whilst it is understandable that the Council wants to
reduce its maintenance costs, the tarmacing of these spaces cuts across its own Sustainable Urban
Drainage (SUDs) and Living Landscapes policies.
Potential Interventions
We would like to explore other methods for managing curtilage space as an alternative to tarmac.
This could include taking the approach pictured below where some slabs are removed and low
maintenance vegetation is allowed to grow, this could be the moss/sedum, perennial wildflower (the
likely poor condition of the ground underneath would suit wildflowers), or herbs in gravel. Any such
changes to the curtilage space should be planned with the residents of the blocks concerned as part
of a participative design exercise which might suggest other ideas
for these spaces.
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Balconies
The majority of the households in North Muirhouse are flats, and have access to at least one balcony.
We saw that a small minority of households had grown plants whether flowers or vegetables from
their balconies, others used them for bike and other storage. There are four types of balconies
Gunnet & May Court, Fidra & Birnie’s Court, Inchmickery and Oxcar Court, and Martello Court.
Potential Interventions
Whilst the exposure to wind and rain can be challenging to plants, the best tended gardens are those
on peoples doorsteps, in this case balconies. Vertical forests are a growing trend in architecture. We
would recommend an intervention to encourage ands support folk to grow flowers, fruit and perhaps
vegetables on their balconies. This would improve their wellbeing, and bring interest and colour to the
the blocks. Care would have to be given to support households to do this safely to avoid safety
concerns from falling pots and any fire risk from blocking communal passage ways.
The balconies at Inchmickery and Oxcar Court have a two story wall which could support a trellis to
grow on. Any such alterations would need to be cleared with Council housing officers, and best be
installed by trained staff/volunteers.
A community growing project could provide appropriate pots and supports, seeds, compost and
tools. We would seek to network the individual gardeners through social media. Ideally a local site
can be developed as a base of operations for supporting gardeners
where they can go for classes, collect materials and borrow tools.
A community garden could propagate plants to be transferred to the
balconies.
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Fenced Greenspaces
If there is appetite for more community growing sites, there are variety of sites around north Muirhouse
which have potential.
Several spaces have been fenced off over the years with 3ft high bow top fencing, its not clear quite
why this has come about, perhaps to manage how the spaces are used, e.g. to dissuade ball games,
dog fouling (areas marked F in the plan below). Some of the spaces have been landscaped with
shrubs by the Council (marked L). Several spaces have been turned over to biodiversity planting
(marked B1 and B2?), particularly two areas bordering Muirhouse Parkway.
Being fenced, these spaces would provide some protection to be used as community growing sites,
particularly as community orchards, B2 and F2 have potential to be additional vegetable growing sites
though F2 is quite shaded.
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Community Garden
We identified four sites (see plan below) which offered some potential to be developed as a
community garden for the north Muirhouse area. This is not an exhaustive list, there are other sites,
particularly the large greenspaces in front of Oxcars and Inchmickery Court, but we felt they suited
other purposes such as outdoor play and recreation, living landcapes. We have reviewed the merits
of the sites below.
Whilst Site 1 is enclosed and of a good size, we discounted it due to its proximity and over-shadowing
by the adjoining tenements, we would not rule out other community greenspace interventions there, it
is fortunate that there are not windows in the gables of the tenements. Site 2 has merit in its proximity
to Fidra Court and May Court, but it is tucked away from the other blocks in the area, it is
overshadowed by a wall to the South and it is overlooked by a large security/light pole. Sites 3 and 4
have the advantage of being located next to the path running from Muirhouse Park to Silverknowes
Park, they both have a row of disused garages which could be renovated for community use, and a
access to a water tap. Site 4 has the edge on Site 3 as it is less overshadowed by trees, and the
ground slopes down to
the garages at Site 3.
We would need to
ensure that site 4
would be supported by
the households living in
Fidra Court who face
directly on to the site.

Site 1.

Site 3.

Site 2.

Site 4.
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The images below give an indication of what a community garden at Site 4 could look like. We have
suggested the site be developed with approximately thirty growing beds which could be used by
individual households or managed as a group. The garden would feature a community orchard
around the perimeter to grow fruit for the participants and wider community.
We suggest the renovation of the four derelict garages into a large secure community shed. This may
involve bringing the entire structure down and rebuilding it into a new structure (reusing the bricks),
this in itself would be an a positive community project and resource. The shed would have the
advantage of easy access from Pennywell Medway and could serve several purposes including a
store of tools and materials to support growing in peoples homes, at the garden, and other sites.
The images don’t show changes in height, there is a 10ft change in height from the north perimeter
wall of the garden down to the curtilage space around Fidra Court. We would suggest the installation
of a 4ft green mesh fence around the perimeter of the site.
The project would likely have a relationship with the community kitchen at Fidra Court, perhaps
growing produce to supplement the meals or support packages for folk in food insecurity. The garden
would provide a base of operations for other community greenspace projects around north
Muirhouse.
Site four and all of the other sites identified are on Housing Revenue Account land. The Housing
department would be likely to agree to a lease for the site to be used as a community garden. The
lease could be taken up by a local third sector organisation on behalf of the community, or a new
community association could be set up. An alternative would be to seek a community land transfer
so the site was owned by the local community, this would open up other investment opportunities.

Edible Estates Neighbourhood Garden
Edible Estates partner organisations have established community gardens across Edinburgh. The
images below depict South West Edible Estates most recent garden in Wester Hailes. It will have
raised beds for up to 70 households. The garden has two sheds, the larger one is the community
shed, the smaller one is the ‘natural play shed’ to support outdoor play in the greenspace adjacent to
the garden, both sheds have ramped access.
The sheds at the garden were built by local young adults during ‘Growing Youth’ training and work
experience workshops. The sheds are built to last and as well as providing storage for tools and
equipment, they feature small kitchens and tables for community meetings. Around the site can be
seen a community orchard with fruit trees and bushes, and on the other side of the perimeter fence, a
hedge of shrubs to support wildlife. Alongside the garden, South West Edible Estates are developing
a adventure plan ground with local parents and children.
Further information - www.edibleestates.co.uk/project/murrayburn-hailesland-neighbourhood-garden.

Murrayburn & Hailesland Neighbourhood
Garden in Wester Hailes

Community Survey
Community Renewal carried out a survey of local residents in October 2021. There were a total of 64
respondents. Previously four residents also indicated their interest in participating in the project. The
results of the survey are shown below, it showed strong support for the development of a community
garden in Muirhouse.

Number

%

Would you like to learn how to grow, including vegetables, fruit, and flowers?

37

58%

Would you like to grow vegetables, fruit, and/or flowers on your balcony or
garden?

33

52%

Would you support the proposal to set up a community garden in North
Muirhouse?

64

100%

Would you like to participate in a community gardening project in Muirhouse?

40

63%

Do you have any skills/experience in growing that you would like to contribute to
the project?

26

41%

Question

Number

%

Fidra Court

14

22%

May Court

11

17%

Birnies Court

9

14%

Gunnet Court

11

17%

Pennywell Medway

12

19%

5

8%

Location of Respondents

Muirhouse View
Other Responses

We have complied other responses we received from local residents below.
“I think the idea of 30 beds with a gardener to give advise would be great for folk that have not grown
their own veg before - and the inclusion of fruit trees and bushes being a communal resource would
be great.
For myself, I want proper size allotments this side of the city. At present I have an hour's round trip to
visit my allotment which means I can't visit it after work - we need allotments this side of the city for
more experienced growers who are unlikely to be happy with just a bed…. It would be nice if the
greenbelt land was used as growing space for folk who already live here, ie an allotment site for
people who live in the Muirhouse, Pilton and Drylaw area - perhaps Community Renewal and the
'Edible' folk could help with this.”
Resident, Fidra Court

"I am really interested in your proposed community garden behind Fidra Court….. I have always had a
garden until I moved to Edinburgh fourteen years ago and I miss this so much. I garden my balcony
which was a great help during the pandemic but have had to take it down due to the work being
carried out at Gunnet Court.”
Resident, Gunnet Court

“I'm trying to get myself out of been bed bound. While I've been lay up in bed ideas have been going
through my head then I got your leaflet. I've been thinking we don't see many normal bees which we
do need and it would be great to see more butterflies. We need more wild flowers that bees can use
the pollen as I really think the numbers have falling and we really need them. Then we hardly see all
the different coloured butterflies we used to see yrs ago. I've been thinking if people bought wild
flower seeds and spread them over free bits of grass hopefully they would work their way into the
ground and we will see the numbers grow again.”
Local Resident

"Having someone locally with gardening knowledge would be great contribution to the area”
Local Resident

Community Meeting
Community Renewal held a public meeting at their offices in Muirhouse on the 20th October 2021.
Eight adults and two children attended to hear a presentation by Greig Robertson of Edible Estates.
Notes from the meeting included :-

Great idea, good for retired people, good for kids

-

Would be good to have activities for kids to get involved even if parents are working/busy, so
there are ways for young people to get involved that isn’t tied to parents’ involvement

-

Could have shared growing beds that are run by local organisations, schools, etc.

-

Mentioned that Muirhouse is one of the worst areas for shared greenspace compared to other
neighbourhoods in Edinburgh – could use this kind of data for other projects such as Silverlea
opposition

-

Need native plants for biodiversity, not just pretty flowers for the sake of it

-

Discussion around tenants council and what that might look like

-

Area outside of Birnies Court used to be shrubs and is now a car park

-

Tarmacking over greenspaces leads to urban creep, risk of flooding, etc.

-

Community garden would be a good place for people to gather even if they don’t want to
garden themselves. Lots of issues with isolation in high rises, would be good to have
communal space for that.

Next Steps
Recommendations
In summary, following the delivery of this stage one initial investigation into community greenspace in
Muirhouse, we recommend the following interventions.
Biodiversity/Living Landscapes
Explore opportunities to implement further ‘living landscapes’, biodiversity management of
greenspace across Muirhouse. This can be done by raising awareness of the issue with the local
community, and working with the Council to identify the locations which would suit this type of
management. We suggest that the local residents biodiversity group should be supported as a key
partner in this.
Curtilage Spaces
Engage with residents of the high rise blocks to gauge their support for alternative solutions to the
tarmacing of curtilage space such as has been suggested in this report. Similarly ask residents of the
low rise blocks whether they would support the use of their curtilage space by the ground floor
residents. In both cases, take up these ideas with the local Housing Team at the Council.
Community Garden
Consult the local community on the proposal to develop the greenspace to the south of Fidra Court
as a community garden for the people of Muirhouse, which would provide a base of operations for the
other interventions in this report.
Balconies
Support residents to use their balconies to grow flowers fruit and vegetables. This would be of benefit
to each participating household, but also to the wider community by a public expression of the
aspirations of these residents.
Community Greenspace Factoring
Investigate and lobby for the creation of a community greenspace factoring pilot project whereby a
local community anchor organisation negotiates a contract with the Council to manage local
greenspace on its behalf along the lines of the successful Poppy Estate in London.
Muirhouse Community Greenspace Association
If it is found that there is support in Muirhouse for all or some of these ideas to recommend the
creation of a Muirhouse Community Greenspace Association as a vehicle to take these ideas forward
in partnership with the Council and local third sector partners. This group could start as an
unincorporated association but then move on to become a Scottish Charitable Incorporated
Organisation (SCIO).
Lauriston Farm
Lauriston Farm will be a large scale urban food growing project intended to benefit primarily the
communities that live in the local area - www.lauristonfarm.scot.They aim to address issues around
access to local, affordable fresh produce, environmental degradation and lack of opportunities for
people in cities to gain experience in food production. We recommend that the community of
Muirhouse engages with this project.

How To Move Forward
We recommend the following steps to take these ideas forward.
Promotional Campaign
In partnership with local stakeholders, engage with the wider community to encourage
participation in the project through an awareness raising campaign. This would include
printed materials, social media and a door to door exercise with a proportion of residents.
Neighbourhood Participative Design Exercise & Community Greenspace Plan
Prepare of a Neighbourhood Community Greenspace Plan which sets out the needs and
aspirations of the local community and a methodology to meet them through a
collaboration between the community, the Council and other stakeholders. This would
involve a series of participative design workshops with interested residents, concluded by a
public meeting/display of findings. The Plan would be the project document with which
future development of project/s may be taken forward.
Community Activities & Events
Design and delivery of a series of community greenspace activities and events over the year
to raise awareness of greenspace issues and a sense of community and collaboration
between residents. Perhaps including a grow your own course and weekend and/or
evening community workshops on subjects relevant and of interest to local residents.
Community Garden Outline Design & Permissions
If there is community support, the design and development of the proposed community
garden (or other community greenspace intervention). This would include :•

Gauging the attitudes of households neighbouring potential site/s;

•

Meetings with key local area stakeholders, including the Council and residents;

•

As appropriate to the findings of the study, prepare draft designs and indicative costings
for the construction of a community garden (or other community greenspace
intervention) in the area;

•

Application for planning permission;

•

Seek heads of terms for a lease from the Council, or investigate a community asset
transfer.

Capacity Building
Support the creation of a community greenspace association, including preparation of
constitution, training and capacity building.
Funding
Analysis of potential funding support for the delivery of community greenspace
interventions.

